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Background 

In HELCOM the Eutrophication Assessment Tool (HEAT 3.0) is used to assess the status of eutrophication 
according to the methodology outlined in the HELCOM EUTRO-OPER project report.  
 
The BalticBOOST and SPICE projects have developed and applied new methods for scaling indicators using 
the Biodiversity Assessment Tool (BEAT). The proposals have the potential of further improving also HEAT 
3.0 as already discussed at IN-EUTROPHICATION 7-2017 as well as harmonising the outcomes of the 
biodiversity and eutrophication status assessments.  
Furthermore, indicator-specific information required for scaling in BEAT needs to be determined for those 
eutrophication core indicators applied also in the biodiversity assessment. Existing gaps concerning the 
determination of min and max values corresponding to worst and best values or vice versa depending on 
the response of the indicator should be filled.  

This document proposes different possibilities for scaling (normalising) of indicators in order to solve the 
problem of different value ranges of EQRs in coastal assessments and eutrophication ratios (ER) in open-sea 
areas as well as working towards a consistent calculation procedure of BEAT and HEAT.  

 

Action requested 

The Meeting is requested to: 

 discuss the proposals for scaling eutrophication indicators and subsequent changes in the 

calculation procedure 

 agree on the further development and steps to be taken concerning scaling issues and 

harmonisation of BEAT and HEAT assessment procedures 
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Proposals for scaling of eutrophication indicators 
In order to make the indicators truly comparable in the integrated assessment, they should be scaled 

(normalised). For scaling, the biodiversity assessment tool BEAT needs input on the indicator value and its 

GES boundary similar to the HEAT assessment tool, but also on the potential range of the indicator values 

as worst and best values. Different ways of defining the worst and best values have already been described 

in the proposal on inclusion of indicator scaling to the HELCOM Eutrophication Assessment Tool HEAT 3.0 

(IN-EUTROPHICATION 7-2017, 4-1). 

The biodiversity assessment uses worst and best values in combination with target values to calculate 

indicator specific class boundaries using a classification with five subclasses and subsequent normalisation 

to a range of 0-1 for the Biological Quality Ratio (BQR). The step of normalisation could, theoretically, also 

be done to the value range of 0-2 for the Eutrophication Ratio (ER). A rough calculation carried out using 

the NEAT tool (Berg et al. 2016) developed within the DEVOTES project showed that observed chlorophyll-a 

values with accompanying worst and best values in the HELCOM sub-basins Northern Baltic Proper, 

Bothnian Bay and Bothnian Sea resulted in calculated NEAT values (range 0-1) indicating moderate 

classification for all areas, whereas calculated ER values in the HEAT assessment without considering worst 

and best values resulted in three different classes ranging from moderate to bad as shown in the following 

table. If the normalisation was done to the ER value range of 0-2, the resulting “ER calc” values would not 

correspond to the ER values of the HEAT assessment by dividing target values and observed values and the 

subsequent classification (Tab. 1). 

Tab.1: Comparison of Eutrophication Ratio (ER) of the HEAT assessment with calculated ER (ER calc) and “Eutro values” after scaling 
with worst and best values and normalisation for chlorophyll-a in selected HELCOM sub-basins. Based on the compilation of worst 
and best values (status March 2017) by IN-EUTROPHICATION 7-2017 

 

The decisive GES-boundary was adhered correctly. The different ranges of the chlorophyll-a values and 

resulting divergent class sections were normalised to equidistant classes of “Eutro values” in line with BQR 

values. Calculated ER values in the HEAT assessment were not related to the worst and best values and 

therefore, did not represent the whole range of potential chlorophyll-a values in the sub-basins. Another 

reason for deviating classifications might be the fundamental difference between open ended ER values – 

they can get even worse than the value of 2, which is the boundary to the bad class – and the restricted 

range of BQR values from 0-1. 

A further example has been calculated for the indicator Benthic Quality Index with BQI values in four 

different HELCOM sub-basins as an indicator with negative response in contrast to the chlorophyll-a 

indicator with positive response to eutrophication. The calculated values and resulting classifications were 

very similar and showed only one different status estimation in one of the sub-basins between high and 

good class (Tab. 2) 

Tab. 2: Comparison of Eutrophication Ratio (ER) of the HEAT assessment with calculated ER (ER calc) and “Eutro values” (Eutroval) 
after scaling with worst and best values and normalisation for Benthic Quality Index (BQI) in selected HELCOM sub-basins 

 

Sub-basin Indicator ES ET worst  best ER HEAT class Eutroval class ER calc class

Northern Baltic Proper chl-a 3.79 1.65 15.00 1.10 2.30 5 0.50 3 1.24 3

Bothnian Sea chl-a 2.30 1.50 6.00 1.00 1.53 4 0.49 3 1.27 3

Bothnian Bay chl-a 2.34 2.00 4.00 1.30 1.17 3 0.50 3 1.25 3

Sub-basin Indicator ES ET worst  best ER HEAT class Eutroval class ER calc class

Åland Sea BQI 6.56 4.00 0.00 10.80 0.61 2 0.75 2 0.62 2

Bothnian Sea BQI 6.30 4.00 0.00 12.60 0.63 2 0.71 2 0.73 2

The Quark BQI 2.98 1.50 0.00 7.70 0.50 2 0.70 2 0.76 2

Bothnian Bay BQI 4.72 1.50 0.00 8.20 0.32 1 0.79 2 0.52 2
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As long as the Eutrophication Ratio (ER) will be calculated by division of target values by observation values 

for indicators with negative response to eutrophication, the calculation problem for zero EQR values will 

remain for the inclusion of EQR assessment results in coastal areas, because this mathematical operation 

produces an error. One possible solution for these cases could be a formulated condition to include a 

formalised ER > 2.0, e.g. a value of 30 calculated from 0.6 (GES threshold)/0.02 (observation almost being 

zero) directly. By this, the ‘zero’ problem will be circumvented and the resulting classification will be bad for 

EQR and ER in the same way. Currently, areas with zero EQRs are not considered in the eutrophication 

assessment and treated like areas not assessed or labelled as bad classes afterwards.  

In fact, the procedure of calculating ER from EQR values is a kind of double evaluation, because in the 

procedure of calculating EQR values a comparison with reference values is already included and a 

classification can be derived directly from the EQR. To harmonise the different value ranges of EQR and ER, 

a normalisation could be done to transform the EQR values (range of 0-1) to the range of the ER (0-2). 

These normalised values could be used directly as ER results without explicitly calculating the ER from the 

EQR and by this, mixing different value ranges. This scaling option would improve the definition and 

comparability of class boundaries in particular for classes below the moderate boundary. 

Different options (in the order of necessary amendments in the assessment procedure) are as follows: 

1. maintain the procedure of calculating ER  

o solution of zero value problem by exceptional conditions and/or direct use of normalised 

EQRs to refine classification  

o restricted comparability with BQR results of the biodiversity assessment  

o no inclusion of worst and best values in addition to thresholds 

2. maintain the procedure of calculating ER  

o subsequent normalisation to a range of 0-1 so that results of the eutrophication 

assessment are on the same scale as BQRs  

o restricted comparability with the results of the biodiversity assessment  

o no inclusion of worst and best values  

o the inclusion of worst and best values would still need to be performed separately in the 

biodiversity assessment  

3. change ER calculation to “Eutro values” or however named comparable to NEAT values of the 

DEVOTES tool ranging from 0-1  

o on the same scale than BQR and therefore comparable to biodiversity results  

o inclusion of worst and best values  

o in a second step the “Eutro values” could be transformed to the ER calc range from 0-2 to 

keep the range from the original Eutrophication Ratio (ER), but not the original calculation 

procedure of dividing observed values by target values or vice versa  

o the general assessment procedure of aggregating eutrophication indicators into three 

criteria groups using weighted averages could be maintained  

o for future practice, biodiversity and eutrophication assessments could be performed 

together by adaptations of the NEAT tool on the basis of harmonised scaling of 

eutrophication and biodiversity indicators 

The different options should be discussed and selected options could be compared in detail by a test 

assessment to evaluate the extent of variations in order to provide an expedient advice for future 

developments in the eutrophication assessment. 
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